We present the AS-Index, a new index structure for exact string search in disk resident databases. AS-Index relies on a classical inverted file structure, whose main innovation is a probabilistic search based on the properties of algebraic signatures used for both n-grams hashing and pattern search. Specifically, the properties of our signatures allow to carry out a search by inspecting only two of the posting lists. The algorithm thus enjoys the unique feature of requiring a constant number of disk accesses, independently from both the pattern size and the database size. We conduct extensive experiments on large datasets to evaluate our index behavior. They confirm that it steadily provides a search performance proportional to the two disk accesses necessary to obtain the posting lists. This makes our structure a choice of interest for the class of applications that require very fast lookups in large textual databases. We describe the index structure, our use of algebraic signatures, and the search algorithm. We discuss the operational trade-offs based on the parameters that affect the behavior of our structure, and present the theoretical and experimental performance analysis. We next compare the AS-Index with the state-of-the-art alternatives and show that 1) its construction time matches that of its competitors, due to the similarity of structures, 2) as for search time, it constantly outperforms the standard approach, thanks to the economical access to data complemented by signature calculations, which is at the core of our search method.
Introduction
Databases increasingly store data of various kinds such as text, DNA records, and images. This data is at least partly unstructured, which creates the need for full text searches (or pattern matching) [1] . In main memory, matching a pattern P against a string S runs in O(|S|/|P |) at best [2] . Searching very large datasets requires a disk-resident index, involving some storage overhead and a possibly long index construction time.
We address the problem of searching arbitrarily long strings in external memory. We assume a database D = {R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R n } of records, viewed as strings over an alphabet Σ. The database supports record insertion, deletion and update, as well as the search on any substring, called pattern, of the records' contents.
Currently deployed systems for textual documents use almost exclusively inverted files indexing words for keyword search. However, our need for full pattern matching in records where the concept of word may not exist rules out this solution. Suffix trees and arrays form a class of indexes for pattern matching. Suffix trees work best when they fit into RAM. Attempts to create versions that work from disks are recent and experimental. They raise difficult technical issues [3] [4] due to a bad locality of reference, a necessarily complex Regular Paper This work has been partially supported by the Advanced European Research Council Grant Webdam. ©2016 Springer Science + Business Media, LLC & Science Press, China paging scheme, and structural deterioration caused by inserts into the structure. A suffix array stores pointers on a list of suffixes sorted in lexicographic order, and uses binary search for pattern matching. However, a standard database architecture stores records in blocks and supports dynamic insertions and deletions, which makes the maintenance of sequential storage difficult. A suffix array search needs O(log 2 N ) block accesses, where N is the size (number of characters) of D. We are not aware of a generic solution to these difficulties in the literature, and without one, these costs disqualify suffix arrays for our needs.
Two approaches that explicitly address disk-based indexing for full pattern-matching searches are the String B-Tree [3] and n-gram inverted index [5] [6] . The String B-Tree is basically a combination of B + -Tree and Patricia Tries. The global structure is that of a B + -Tree, where keys are pointers to suffixes in the database. Each node is organized as a Patricia Trie, which helps guide the search and insert operations. A String B-Tree finds all occurrences of a pattern P in O(|P |/B + log B N ) disk accesses, where B is the block size. Another direction for text search needs is indexes inverting n-grams (n consecutive symbols) instead of entire words. They are "disk friendly" in that they rely on fast sequential scans, provide a good locality of reference, and easily adapt to paging and partitioning. However, the search cost is linear in both the size of the database and the size of the pattern.
In the present paper, we introduce a new data structure for index-based full-text search called Algebraic Signature Index (AS-Index). It follows the path of an inverted file based on n-grams, and combines standard database large-scale indexing (namely hashing) with a new hash calculus based on algebraic signatures (ASs) [7] . The main originality of our approach is to take advantage of the interpretation of characters as symbols in a mathematical structure. The operations in this structure (a Galois field) contribute to develop new computational techniques that identify the result items of a search in constant time. As a result, our index structure enjoys the attractive property, unique at present to our knowledge, of performing records lookup with a constant number of disk accesses, independent from both the size of the database and the length of the pattern.
Our experiments show AS-Index is a very fast solution to pattern searches in a database. AS-Index search only needs two disk lookups when the hash directory fits in main memory. In our experiments, it proves to be up to one order of magnitude faster than n-gram index and twice faster than the String B-Tree. Although the AS-Index is probabilistic by nature and could return some false positives, we analytically demonstrate, and confirm by our experiments, that they are very unlikely. The basic variant of AS-Index has a storage overhead of about 5∼6. A variant of our scheme only indexes selective n-grams and has lower storage overhead at the cost of slower search time and higher rate of false positive. All these properties make AS-Index a practical solution for text indexing. This paper extends [8] by proposing a complete theoretical analysis of the expected AS-Index performance and of the probability of false positive. It also introduces a non-dense indexing variant. This extended version includes a detailed description of our implementations for the different structures, incorporating data compression, and a large revisited experimental section with larger datasets (20 GB versus 100 MB in [8] , with the support of the data compression), a study of false positive, and the evaluation of the non-dense indexing variant.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the AS-Index basic principles. Section 3 recalls the theory of algebraic signatures. We then discuss the AS-Index structure in Section 4 and the search algorithm in Section 5. Section 6 analyzes the scheme's behavior, especially collision and false positive probability, as well as performance, and Section 7 presents the variants. Section 8 explains the details of our implementation of String B-Trees, n-gram index and ASIndex, and experiments. We review related work in Section 9. Finally, we summarize and give future research directions in Section 10.
AS-Index Overview
AS-Index is a classical hash file with variable length disk-resident buckets (see Fig.1 ). Buckets are pointed to by the hash directory. Simplicity and performance of such files have attracted countless applications. Their main advantage is a constant number of disk accesses, independent of the file and pattern size. Constant number of disk accesses is not possible for a tree/trie access method. Each bucket stores a list of entries, and each entry indexes some n-gram in the database. The basic variant of AS-Index is dense, indexing every n-gram. The hash function providing the bucket for an entry uses the n-gram value as the hash key. The hash function is particular: it relies on algebraic signatures of n-grams, to be described in the next section. In what follows, we only deal with the static AS-Index, but the hash structure may use standard mechanisms for dynamicity, scalability and distribution. In overview, a search for a pattern P proceeds as follows (Fig.1) . First, we preprocess P for three signatures: 1) of the initial n-gram S 1 , 2) of the final n-gram S 2 , and 3) of the suffix S p of P after S 1 (and including S 2 ). Hashing on S 1 locates the bucket with every entry e 1 indexing an n-gram in the database with the same signature as S 1 . Likewise, hashing on S 2 locates the bucket with every entry e 2 indexing an n-gram with the signature of S 2 . We only consider pairs of entries that are in the same record and at the right distance among them. We thus locate any string S matching P on its initial and terminal n-gram, at least by signature.
Finally, an algebraic calculation AS(e 1 , e 2 , S p ) determines whether S p matches the suffix of S as well. This calculation is made possible by the specific properties of the signatures that allow to check some semantics properties (e.g., string matching) in spite of their very compact representation, something which could not be achieved with standard hash functions. The method is probabilistic in nature, with low chances of false positives. We can avoid even a minute possibility of a false match by a symbol for the symbol comparison between the pattern and the relevant part of the record.
By limiting disk accesses to the two buckets associated to the first and the last n-grams of P , AS-Index search runs independently from P 's size. The cost of the search procedure outlined above is reduced to that of reading two buckets. The hash directory itself can often be cached in RAM, or needs at most two additional disk accesses, as we will show. With an appropriate dynamic hashing mechanism that evenly distributes the entries in the structure and scales gracefully, the bucket size is expected to remain uniform enough to let the AS-Index run in constant time, independently of the database size. Table 1 compares the analytical behavior of ASIndex with those of two competitors (String B-Tree [3] and n-gram index [5] [6] ) and summarizes its expected advantages. The size of all structures is linear in the size |D| of the database. The ratio directly depends on the size of index entries. We mention in Table 1 the ratio obtained in our implementation, before any compression. The asymptotic search time in the database size is linear for n-gram index, logarithmic for String BTree, and constant for AS-Index. Moreover, once the pattern P has been pre-processed, AS-Index runs independently of P 's size, whereas n-gram index cost is linear in |P |. 
Note: B is the block size.
In summary, AS-Index efficiently identifies matches with only two disk lookups, whatever the pattern length. This efficiency is achieved through the extensive use of properties of algebraic signatures, described in the next section. It also relies on the robustness of signatures to skewed distributions, analyzed in Section 6.
Algebraic Signatures
We use a Galois field (GF) GF (2 f ) of size 2 f . The elements of GF are bit strings of length f . Selecting f = 8 deals with ASCII records and f = 16 with Unicode records. We recall that a Galois field is a finite set that supports addition and multiplication. These operations are associative, commutative and distributive, having neutral elements 0 and 1, and there exist additive and multiplicative inverses. In a Galois field GF (2 f ), addition and subtraction are implemented as the bitwise XOR. Log/antilog tables usually provide the most practical method for multiplication [7] . We adopt the usual mathematical notations for the operations in what follows. We use a primitive element α of GF (2 f ). This means that the powers of α enumerate all the nonzero elements of the Galois field. It is well known that there always exist primitive elements.
Let R = r 0 r 1 · · · r M−1 be a record with M symbols. We interpret R as a sequence of GF elements. Identifying the character set of the records with a Galois field provides a convenient mathematical context to perform computations on record contents. Definition 1. The m-symbol algebraic signature (AS) of a record R is a vector AS m (R) with m coordi-
We refer readers to [7] for more details about definitions and properties of algebraic signatures.
In our examples, we represent the m-symbol AS of R as the concatenation of the values s m , · · · , s 1 in hexadecimal notation. For instance, if s 1 = #34 and s 2 = #12, then we write the 2-symbol AS as s 2 s 1 = #1234.
We use different partial algebraic signatures of pattern and database records, as we now explain. Definition 2. Let l ∈ [0, M − 1] be any position (offset) in R. The cumulative algebraic signature (CAS) at l, CAS m (R, l), is the algebraic signature of the prefix of R ending at r l , i.e., CAS m (R, l) = AS m (r 0 . . . r l ).
The partial algebraic signature (PAS) from l to l is the value P AS m (R, l , l) = AS m (r l r l +1 · · · r l ), with 0 l l. Finally, we most often use the PAS of substrings of length n, i.e., of n-grams.
Definition 3. The n-gram algebraic signature (NAS) of R at l is NAS m (R, l) = P AS m (R, l − n + 1, l), for l n − 1. In other words:
. . .
In all the definitions, we may drop R whenever it is implicit for brevity's sake. Fig.2 shows the respective parts of the record that define CAS, PAS and NAS at offset l. The following simple properties of algebraic signatures, expressed for coordinate i, 1 i m, are useful for what follows. We note the i-th symbol of a CAS at l as CAS m (l) i and proceed similarly for NAS and PAS. Formulas (3) and (4) let us incrementally calculate next CAS and NAS while scanning an input record or the pattern, instead of recomputing the signature entirely. This speeds up the process considerably. (5) also speeds up the pattern preprocessing, as it will be shown in the following. (6) finally is fundamental for the match attempt calculus. Table 2 summarizes the symbols used in the paper. Record characters/symbols
One-symbol signatures
One-symbol n-gram signatures
Structure
Our database consists of records that are made up of a record identifier (RID) and some non-key field. (Ex-tensions to databases with more than one key and/or non-key field are straight-forward.) We assume that the non-key field consists of strings of characters interpreted as symbols from our Galois field. Our search finds all occurrences of a pattern in the non-key field of any record in the database. When we talk about offsets and algebraic signatures, we only refer to the non-key field. If R is such a field and r i a character (Galois field element) in R, then we call i the offset. An n-gram G = r l−n+1 · · · r l is any sequence of n consecutive symbols in R. By extension, we then call l the offset of the n-gram.
An AS-Index consists of entries. Definition 4. Let G be an n-gram at offset o in R. The entry indexing G, denoted as E(G), is a triplet (rid, o , c) where rid is the RID of R, c is CAS 1 (R, o), and o is o modulo 2 f − 1. We assure the constant size of the entries by taking the remainder. The choice of the modulus is justified by the identity χ The indexing is "dense", i.e., every n-gram in the database is indexed by a distinct entry. To construct the index, we process all n-grams in the database.
AS-Index is a hash file, denoted as
, with directory length L = 2 v being a power of 2 ( All together, the AS-Index line structure is similar to a posting list in an inverted file, except for the presence of the CAS c in each entry and a specific representation of the offset l. Since we use a hash file, lines should have a collision resolution method such as classical separate chaining that uses pointers to an overflow space. Such a technique accomodates moderate growth, but if we need to accomodate large growth, then we need a dynamic hashing method such as linear hashing.
We now describe how to calculate the index i of the line for an entry E(G) = (rid, o, c). We calculate i from the m-symbol NAS NAS m (G) = (s 1 , . . . , s m ). The coordinates of the NAS are bit strings. By concatenating them, we obtain a bit string S = s m s m−1 . . . s 1 that we interpret as a large, unsigned integer. The index i is:
v , this amounts to extracting the last v bits of S. It is easy to see that m should be such that m n and m v/f . The choice of AS-Index parameters m, n and L will be further discussed in Section 6. Example 1. Consider a 100-GB database with bytewide symbols (f = 8). For the sake of example, let L = 2 30 , leading to buckets with 10 11 /2 30 = 93 entries on average. Let n = 5 and m = 4. To calculate line index i of n-gram G, we thus concatenate s 4 ...s 1 of NAS 4 (G). Then we keep the last 30 bits. Now, consider the record with RID 73 and non-key field "University Paris Dauphine". Assume that N AS 4 ("Unive", 4) is #3456789a. Since this is the first 5-gram, CAS 1 (73, 4) has the same value as the first component, i.e., #9a. For subsequent 5-grams, the first coordinates of the NAS and the CAS usually differ. The entry is E = (73, 4, #9a). Its line index is #3456789a mod 2 30 = #3456789a (we remove the leading 2 bits).
Pattern Search
Let P = p 0 . . . p K−1 be the pattern to match. ASIndex search delivers the RID of every record in the database that contains P . The search algorithm first prepocesses P , and then retrieves (possible) matching thanks to AS-Index.
Preprocessing
The preprocessing phase computes three signatures from the pattern P : 1) the m-symbol AS of the 1st n-gram in P , called S 1 ;
2) the 1-symbol PAS of the suffix of P following the 1st n-gram, S p = P AS 1 (P, n, K − 1);
3) the m-symbol AS of the last n-gram in P , called
Observe that we use an m-symbol AS for the ngrams to obtain a large range of hash values that fit the directory length, while we compute a 1-symbol PAS since for reducing storage costs, we store 1-symbol CAS values in entries. There are several ways to compute these signatures. For instance, one may compute S 1 , then S p , and then calculate the m-symbol value of S 2 thanks to (5) . Fig.4 shows the parts of the pattern that determine the signatures S 1 , S 2 and S p on our running example. Recall that n = 5 and m = 4. We preprocess the pattern P = "University Paris Dauphine" and obtain 1) S 1 = N AS 4 (P, 4) (for 5-gram "Unive"); 2) S 2 = N AS 4 (P, 24) (for 5-gram "phine"); 3) S p = P AS 1 (P, 5, 24) . This information is used to find the occurrences of the pattern in the database. 
Processing
. Up to possible collisions, G and G correspond to the first and the last n-grams in P respectively.
We only consider pairs (G, G ) that possibly characterize a matching string S = P . This involves the additional constraints R = R and
. The last component in G , c 2 , has to match the value computed from c 1 and S p thanks to (6), namely:
Fig .5 illustrates the process. By hashing on S 1 = "Unive", we retrieve the bucket D[i] which contains, among others, the entries indexing all occurrences of "Unive" in the database. Similarly, we retrieve the bucket D[i ] which contains entries for all the occurrences of the n-gram "phine". A pair of entries
substring s of r 1 that begins with "Unive" and ends with "phine". Checking whether s matches P involves two tests: 1) we compute c 1 + α l1+1 × S p and compare it with c 4 to check whether the signatures of the middle parts match, and 2) we verify as discussed whether l 1 matches l 2 given K, i.e., S and P have the same length. If both tests are successful, we report a probable match. The next attempt will consider (r 3 , l 2 , c 2 )
The pseudo-code of Algorithm 1 is given below.
Algorithm 1. AS-Search
Input: a pattern P = p0 . . . pK−1, the n-gram size n Output: the list of records that contain P begin // Preprocessing phase S1 := NASm(P, n − 1)
Report success for R endif endfor end The selectivity of the process relies on its ability to manipulate three distinct signatures, S 1 , S 2 and S p . Therefore the pattern length must be at least n + 1.
Collision Handling
As hashing in general, our method is subject to collisions delivering false positives. To eliminate any collisions, it is necessary to post-process AS-Search by attempting to actually find P in every R identified as a match. This requires a symbol by symbol comparison between P and its presumed match location. It will appear however that AS-Search should typically have a negligible probability of a collision. Hence postprocessing may be left to presumably rare applications needing full assurance. It is also RAM-based and therefore typically negligible with respect to the disk search time.
Analysis
We now present a theoretical analysis of the expected AS-Index performance.
Hash Uniformity
Algebraic signature values tend to have a more uniform distribution than character values, due to the multiplications by powers of α in their calculations. However, the total number of strings or n-grams in a dataset gives an upper bound for the number of algebraic signatures calculated from them. Biological databases often store DNA strings in an ASCII file, encoded with only four characters "A", "C", "G", and "T". There are only 4
6 ≈ 4K different 6-grams in the file and the number of different NASs of these signatures cannot exceed this value. Increasing the number of coordinates in the NAS beyond five symbols is not going to achieve a better uniformity. This caution applies only to files using a small alphabet.
Let us consider the more classical setting and natural language encoding. We choose a list of English words (209 881 words -2.25 MB) of six or more characters, taken from a word list used to perform a dictionary attack on a password file (by an administrator trying to weed out weak passwords). We calculate the 3-symbol 3B signature of all possible words with more than five characters (65 536 words) and calculated the number of words that correspond to each signature as well as this number for a perfect hash function (Table 3). Therefore, e.g., we see that only 1 297 signatures attained by a high number ( 5) of words. These results give experimental verification for the "flatness" of signatures.
Storage and Performance
• Index Construction Time. Formulas (2)∼(6) of algebraic signatures allow us to calculate all entries with a linear sweep of all records. We need to keep a pointer to the symbol just beyond the current n-gram and to the first symbol of the current n-gram. Using (3) and (4), we can then calculate the NAS of the next n-gram from the old one and update the running CAS of the record. Since creating the entry for an n-gram and inserting it into the index take constant time, building the index takes time linear to the size of the database.
• Storage Costs. The storage complexity of ASIndex is O(N ) for N indexed n-grams. The actual size of an RID should be 3∼4 bytes since 3 bytes already allow a database with 16M records. The actual storage per entry should be about 5∼6 bytes, which results in a storage overhead of about (5∼6)N . We can lower this storage overhead, e.g., to 125%, by non-dense indexing at the expense of a proportional increase in search time, see Section 7.
Example 2. We still consider a 100-GB database with 8B symbols. Assuming an average record size of 100 symbols, we have 1G records and our record identifier needs to be 4B long. We previously set the size of the CAS to 1B. With the 1B offset into the record, the entry is 6B. AS-Index should use about 6 times more space than the original database. Now assume records of 10KB each. The record identifiers can be 3B long. This gives a total entry size of 5B or a storage factor of 5.
Each element of the hash directory stores a bucket address with at least log 2 (L) bits. In the case of our large 100 GB database, with L = 2 30 , choosing 4 bytes for the address leads to the required storage of 4.1 GB, smaller than the current data servers standard capacity. In most cases, D is expected to fit in main memory.
• Pattern Preprocessing. To preprocess the pattern, we need to calculate a PAS and two NASs. We calculate both in a similar manner as above and obtain preprocessing time linear in the size of the pattern. Since the result depends on all symbols in the pattern, we cannot do better.
• Search Speed. We assume that entries are close to uniformly distributed. The search algorithm picks up two cells in the hash directory, in order to obtain the number of entries and the bucket references of D [i] and D[i ], respectively. Then the buckets themselves must be read. Each of these accesses may incur a random disk access, hence a (constant) cost of at most four disk reads. If the hash directory resides in main memory, the cost reduces to loading the two buckets.
The main memory cost is an in-RAM join of the two buckets. With l denoting the expected line length, and assuming the lines are ordered on document ID and then on the position in the document, the average complexity of this phase is (under our uniformity assumption) 2l while the worst case is O(l 2 ). Observe that the worst case is highly unlikely as all the entries on both lines should fit into the same record. The optional collision resolution (symbol-to-symbol) test adds O(|P |). This test is typically performed in RAM and makes only a negligible contribution to the otherwise constant cost. Altogether, the search cost is
where C hash represents the hash directory access cost, C buck the bucket access cost, C ram the RAM processing cost and C post the post-processing.
We now evaluate the actual search time that may result from the above complexity figures. We take as a basis the characteristics of the current popular hardware shown in Table 4 (see also [9] for a recent analysis). C hash is the cost of fetching two elements in the hash directory. The transfer overhead is negligible, and the (worst-case) cost is therefore in the range [10, 14] ms for magnetic disks. The bucket access cost C buck is similar to C hash regarding random disk accesses, but we fetch far more bytes per access. We need to transfer 2l entries. Table 4 suggests that we can transfer up to 300 KB per ms (flash transfer rate is similar). Since the size of an entry is typically 5∼6 bytes, each search loads 10l∼12l. It follows that for l = 1K, the line transfer cost is negligible. For l = 16K, 160∼200 KB must be transferred. The cost is about 0.5∼0.7 ms. This is still negligible with respect to disk accesses for AS-Index on magnetic disk, but not on solid one. In the latter case, the transfer cost is equivalent to an additional disk access.
The basic formula (average cost) for C ram , the in-RAM join of the two lines, is 2l × E where E is a visited entry processing cost. In detail, we have two RAM accesses to RIDs. In this, test is successful, and we need two additional accesses to CASs, two to offsets o and one to the log table for algebraic computations. A conservative evaluation of E = 250 ns seems fair. The cost of the in-RAM join can thus be estimated as 100 μs for l = 200, 500 μs for l = 1 000, and 8 ms for l = 16K. The first cost is negligible whatever the storage media is; next one is so for disk, but not for flash; the latter is not for either.
Finally, the postprocessing cost P can be estimated based on a unit cost of 100 ns per symbol. Even for a 1 000 symbols long pattern, the postprocessing costs 100 μs, which remains negligible for both magnetic disk and flash memories. Its importance also depends on the number of matches, of course.
Choice of File Parameters
The previous analysis leads to the following conclusions regarding the choice of AS-Index parameters. As a general rule of thumb, one must choose parameter L so as to maintain the hash directory D in RAM. Caching D in RAM, whenever possible, saves two disk access on four. Setting a limit on L may lead to increase the average line length l, but our analysis shows that this remains beneficial even when l reaches hundreds or even thousands of entries. Under our assumptions, l should reach 16K to add the equivalent of one random access to the search cost, at which point one may consider enlarging the hash directory beyond the RAM limits.
Large values for l may also be beneficial with respect to other factors. First, larger lines accommodate a larger database for a fixed n. Second, we may choose a smaller n, with a smaller minimal size of n + 1 for patterns.
Let us illustrate this latter impact. We continue with our running example of a 100 GB database with byte-wide symbols (f = 8), L is 2 30 , and an average load of l = 10 11 /2 30 = 93 entries per line. This implies the choice of m, which must be such that 2 mf L, i.e., m (log 2 L)/f . In our example, the line index i needs to consist of at least 30 bits. Correspondingly, N AS m needs to be at least that long. Since each coordinate of N AS m consists of 8 bits, the value for m needs to be at least 4. Each NAS then contains at least 32 bits.
The n-grams used need to contain at least m symbols. Otherwise, the range of n-gram values is smaller than L and certain lines will not contain any entries. If the n-grams are reasonably close to uniformly distributed, the range of values is 256 n and we can pick n = m. Still referring to our example with L = 2 30 , we can choose n = 4.
However, the actual character set used is most often smaller than 256, or only a fraction of the characters appear frequently. This requires a larger n, since the range of possible n-grams must contain at least L values. Let v be the number of values we expect per symbol. In a simple ASCII text, the number of printable character codes is v = 96. DNA encoding represents an extreme case with v = 4. The n-gram size must be such that v Consider now the case of a DNA database where only four of the possible 256 ASCII characters appear in records. We need to set n = 15 in order to obtain the 2 30 possible signatures. n + 1 is the minimal pattern length we allow to search for. Such limit should not be nevertheless a practical constraint for a search over a small alphabet. The need there is rather for long patterns [10] . If nevertheless it was a concern, one may choose a smaller n at the price of fewer, hence longer, lines. For instance, choosing n = 10 and L = 2 20 for our DNA database results in the average of 95K entries in each line. The minimal pattern size decreases by 5, i.e., to n + 1 = 11 symbols.
Selectivity
We now evaluate how AS-Index performs with respect to searching random patterns in random files. If our scheme diagnoses a match at a given offset within a given record, we call this a diagnosed match. We now calculate how often we should have diagnosed matches and later deduce from this value the chance for false positives in searches for patterns that exist in the database. We first assume that the non-key fields for the records are smaller than 2 f − 1. The conditions for a diagnosed match are then: 1) the m-symbol NAS of the first n-gram in the pattern matches the NAS of the first n-gram in the substring;
2) the m-symbol NAS of the last n-gram in the pattern matches the NAS of the last n-gram in the substring;
3) the 1-symbol algebraic signatures of pattern and substring match.
We further assume that the length of the pattern is greater than 2n. As functions, NAS and PAS are linear over our Galois field GF (2 f ) and -a fortiori -over the trivial Galois field {0, 1}. We can therefore express the diagnosed matching of a substring to a given, fixed pattern P as an inhomogeneous system of linear equations in the bits of the substring as unknown. If x is the bit pattern written as a vector over GF (2) = {0, 1} and p similarly a vector representing the pattern, then x constituting a diagnosed match is equivalent to the validity of
In this equation, the matrix M has the form
Here, C is a matrix with nf columns and mf rows that corresponds to taking the m-dimensional NAS (a string of size mf ) of the n symbol (= nf ) bits n-gram. Recall that we choose m n. The algebraic properties of signatures imply that the rank of C is min(mf, nf ). Similarly, matrix (0, A 1 , A 2 ) encapsulates the calculation of the algebraic signature between the two n-grams. (Implementations will differ in how we ascertain (3) without affecting our argument here.) Its rank is f . The event that a substring at a random offset within a random record consisting of random symbols is a diagnosed match for any fixed pattern is the event that a random vector x satisfies (8) . The rank of M is (2n + 1)f . The number of possible values for M · x is 2 (2n+1)f . The probability that it is equal to the given value M · p is hence 2 −(2n+1)f . Example 3. We continue with our previous example. Recall that we chose n = 5 for our 100 GB database with f = 8. Hence, the chance of a random diagnosed match is 2 −88 . Even if we throw away all but the trailing 34 bits, we obtain a chance of a random diagnosed match of 2 −76 . Since the database contains less than 2 37 (≈ 100G) substrings, the probability of a random diagnosed match is 2 −51 . We can also estimate the chance of a false positive assuming that we are looking for an existing pattern. Assume that the pattern occurs only once. If the probability of a random diagnosed match is p, then the probability that a diagnosed match is a true positive is 1/ (1 + p) .
We now deal with the possibility of additional false diagnosed matches that may occur when we store only the offset of an n-gram modulo 2 f − 1. If on average the record size is larger than or equal to K(2 f − 1) with integer K, then we have K more chances of a diagnosed match for the first test and K more chances of a diagnosed match for the second test. The third test is not affected. We therefore have to multiply our probability with K 2 to obtain p = K 2 2 −(2n+1)f as an upper bound of the probability of a random diagnosed match.
AS-Index Variants
While our basic scheme performs well, a skewed distribution of the n-grams leads to very large AS-Index buckets or oppositely to very small ones, with an obvious impact on the search performances regarding that the search uses the former or the latter. On the other hand, the storage overhead of about 500% might be too high for some applications. We now describe two variants that address these two issues.
Skewed n-Gram Signature Distribution
As previously observed, a skewed distribution can lead to many entries in a single AS-Index bucket. We now modify our search procedure as follows. In our preprocessing phase, we choose a set of q n-grams (q 2) such that this set contains the starting and final ngrams of the searched pattern. The simplest choice is to have the n-grams evenly distributed over the pattern.
The search first determines the shortest bucket length of all buckets indexed by any of the q n-grams. If any of these buckets is empty, then we conclude that: the pattern is not found in the database. If the shortest bucket happens to be the one indexed by the initial n-gram in the pattern, our processing remains the one of the basic scheme. If it is the one indexed by the final n-gram in the pattern, the calculation of the PAS still uses (7) unchanged because subtraction and addition are the same in the Galois field. Now c 1 is the CAS in the bucket indexed by the last n-gram and c 2 the one in the first bucket, while l does not change.
Otherwise, let a be the offset of the n-gram with minimal count of entries and S a its NAS. For each entry in bucket D[h L (S a )], we search for a matching entry in the bucket of the first or of the last n-gram in the pattern, depending on which one has the smaller count. This amounts to matching the part of the pattern between the selected n-gram and either the beginning or the end of the pattern. If this succeeds, we continue to use our calculus to match the other part of the pattern. Since we eliminate most mismatches in the first step, AS-Index will now come more quickly to a decision on average.
Non-Dense Indexing
Our next variant lowers the storage overhead by indexing only some instead of all n-grams. This results in significant gain for the storage, but implies higher search costs, a larger minimal size for the patterns that we can search for and a higher ratio of false positives. Fig.6 shows the idea. Starting with the first n-gram in a record, we only index the n-grams that are t > 1 symbols apart, where parameter t is the indexing rate. We thus index only n-grams starting at the offsets 0, t, 2t, · · · . The size of the index is now reduced by a factor of about 1/t. We can distinguish three cases, lossless indexing if n = t, lossy indexing if n < t, and overlapping indexing if n > t (Fig.6) . In all cases, trailing characters of the pattern might not contribute to any indexed NAS.
The search procedure is the same in all the three cases. It needs to be modified from the base procedure because the occurrence of a pattern in a string might not match the tiling of the records by the indexed ngrams. Assume that the pattern is P = p 0 p 1 . . . p K−1 . We define substrings P i , i = 0, 1, . . . , t−1 of the pattern as P i = p i , p i+1 , . . . , p i+lt+n−1 with l = (K − n)/t . Thus, P 0 is the substring of the pattern that begins with the first n-gram in P , ends with the last n-gram in P starting at offset lt − 1, and contains all symbols of P in between. P 1 starts at the second character and finishes with the last n-gram starting a multiple of t characters after the first one, etc. Our search procedure now first tries to match P 0 in the database. More precisely, we process the bucket indexed by the first n-gram. For an occurrence, the last n-gram in the substring matching the sub-pattern is also in AS-Index and our matching will succeed. We then successively search for sub-patterns P 1 , P 2 , . . ., P t−1 . This is guaranteed to find any occurrence of the pattern in the database. Since we actually match various subpatterns, a diagnosed match is not based on all symbols in the pattern and we might need to verify that the pattern actually occurred.
Consider the search for our pattern P = "University Paris Dauphine", in Fig.6 . Let n = 4 and t = 4 (lossless indexing). Suppose the use of a nondense tiling AS-Index (Fig.6(b) ). The search begins, as with the dense index, by attempting to match S 1 = "Univ". The last n-gram S 2 for the dense index would be S 2 = "hine". Now, S 2 = "phin", in subpattern P 0 . The matching n-gram "hine" in the visited record cannot be indexed if "Univ" is. Provided the match of P 0 succeeds, we read the record and attempt to match "e" to the symbol following P 0 in the record (provided it exists). Next, we attempt matching with P 1 , using thus S 1 = "nive" and S 2 = "hine". If this attempt succeeds, we attempt to match "U" as above. The matching attempts continue with P 2 having S 1 = "ive" and S 2 = "auph". The completion requires finding "Un" and "ine" in the record before and after the P 2 match in the record. The final round attempts to match P 3 with S 1 = "vers" and S 2 = "uphi" followed by direct testing of "Uni" and of "ne". The final result is the union of all the successful matches.
Compared with dense indexing, the storage space of this (tiling) AS-Index is reduced by factor of 4, e.g., falls to (only) 125% of the database size. Likewise, this is at least four times less than any alternative method we discussed. In contrast, we need four times more disk accesses, i.e., 16 or 8 at best usually. Finally, the minimal indexed pattern is in turn n = 8 symbols, instead of 5. Clearly, many applications may gladly accept the discussed trade-offs. In particular, since smaller AS-Index may then fit onto a flash disk. As this one is about ten times faster than a magnetic one, all together the AS-indexing gets actually about 2.5 times faster.
Experimental Evaluation
We describe in this section our experimental setting and results. We implemented our AS structure as well as a String B-Tree [3] and an n-gram index, based on inverted lists [11] . The rationale for String B-Tree, further discussed in what follows, is that it appears attractive for disk-based use and is among most recent proposals.
Implementation of n-Gram Index
We build the n-gram index in two steps. First, we scan all record contents in order to extract all n-grams with their position. For each n-gram, we obtain a triple (n-gram, rid, offset), which we insert into a temporary file. The second step sorts all triples and creates lists of 8-byte entries (4B for the rid, 4B for the offset). The final step builds the B + -Tree which allows to quickly access a list given an n-gram. Our simple construction in bulk is fast and creates a compact structure, illustrated on Fig.7 . We search for a pattern P with n-gram index in the following manner. First, we tile P into n-grams (g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g k ). Let L i denote the list that stores the positions of n-gram g i . We then merge these lists, stopping whenever the k entries refer to the same record. We then compare the offsets for these records. A match is found if for a tuple of offsets (l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l k ), the relationships l 1 = l 2 − n = l 3 − 2n = · · · = l k − (k − 1)n hold. The merge continues until the smallest list has been completely examined.
Assume we are searching the pattern "University Paris Dauphine", with n = 4. The tiling n-grams are {"Univ", "ersi", "ty P", "aris", "Dau", "phin", "hine"}. Note that the last n-gram partially covers the previous one. This is necessary to ensure a full representation of the pattern content with fixed-size n-grams. The merge combines seven lists, one for each 4-gram. The search cost with the n-gram index is linear, both in the size of the database and in the size of the pattern.
Implementation of String B-Tree
We implemented a String B-Tree structure [3] , making our best efforts to minimize the storage overhead. Each node contains a compact representation of a Patricia Trie [12] as a list of entries (e 0 , e 1 , · · · , e n ). Each entry e i refers to a string s i (suffix in the String B-Tree terminology) in the database, and is represented by a triple (lcp i , lnc i , addr i ). Here, lcp i is the length of the longest common prefix between s i and s i−1 (2 bytes), lnc i is s i [lcp i + 1] (1 byte) and addr i is the disk address of s i (8 bytes). The size of a leaf entry is 11 bytes. The size of an internal node entry, which also stores the sub-node address, is 19 bytes.
We construct a String B-Tree statically by first sorting the list of suffixes in lexicographic order. From this sorted list, the B-Tree is built bottom-up. In our implementation, a disk block occupies 4K, and we can store at most 300 entries in each leaf.
We search for a pattern P with a standard top-down traversal of the String B-Tree. At each node N , the search procedure finds an entry e i . The string s i associated to e i is then loaded from the database, and the relevant child of N is determined (see [12] for details). Unlike traditional B-Trees, two look-ups are necessary at each level: one for the B-Tree node, and the other for loading s i .
Implementation of AS-Index
Our implementation of AS-Index is static as well. First, the n-grams are collected. For each n-gram at offset l in a record R, the hash key k = h L (N AS m (R, l)) and the CAS c = CAS 1 (R, l) are computed. The quadruplet (k, c, rid, l) is inserted in a temporary file. Second, the temporary file is sorted on the hash key k. This groups together entries which must be inserted into the same bucket. An entry consists of a CAS (1 byte), a record ID (4 bytes) and an offset (4 bytes). Using the CAS as a secondary sort key, one places the entries into the required order for insertion into the bucket.
This implements the basic AS-Index structure faithfully according to our description in Section 4. In order to speed up the in-memory join of the two buckets, our implementation proceeds as follows. Let i be the index of the smallest bucket, and i the index of the greatest one. We first load and scan the bucket D , c 1 ) , we compute the CAS c 2 at position l +|P |−n using (7), look in D[i ] for entries with CAS c 2 , using the array on CASs, as explained above, and search for a matching entry.
Data Compression
For AS-Index and n-gram index, the entries which are in the memory buckets are compressed before being written to the disk. We use a variable length encoding for each entry, which is an unsigned integer (4-byte representation), into a succession of bytes in a binary memory buffer that is further dumped to the disk. For each byte of the encoding, we use 7 bits of data and 1 bit of overhead. This overhead is 0 for all bytes of the encoded integer, except for the final byte, for which it is set to 1.
Example 4. Consider for instance a key with value 2 509. Stored as a long integer, it requires 4 bytes: 00000000, 00000000, 000001001, 11001101. Using variable length encoding, we can store this key using only two bytes: 00010011 and 11001101. Observe that the first bit of the first byte, in bold, is set to 0, which means that the following byte must be considered for the current key-value, while the first bit of the second byte is set to 1, which means that the key-value ends with this byte.
Moreover, when possible, we reduce the storage space by only encoding deltas instead of the whole integer, since our entries are kept ordered by document ID and by entry offset. More precisely, for each entry in AS-Index, we store its CAS (which is one byte long and cannot be further reduced), and information on its document ID and offset. Both ID and offset benefit from delta encoding. This data compression achieves a 50% space saving for a negligible decoding time overhead (∼ 1 ms) during search execution.
Settings
We use four types of datasets with quite distinct characteristics: alpha, dna, text and wikipedia.
The alpha(Σ) type consists of synthetic ASCII records, with uniform distribution, ranging over an alphabet Σ which is a subset of the extended ASCII characters. We consider two alphabets: Σ 26 with only 26 characters, and Σ 256 with all the 256 symbols that can be encoded with f = 8 bits. We call the resulting datasets alpha(26) and alpha(256). For these types, we composed datasets ranging from 20 MB to 20 GB, each one compounded by 20 files. They allow us to compare the behavior of our structure to the theoretical analysis in Section 6.
The second type, dna, consists of real DNA records extracted from the UCSC database 1 ○ . This dataset is composed by 97 files whose size covers a large range, from dozens of KB to hundreds of MB, or even several GB (for two files). Its total size is 9.9 GB. The type text consists of real text records created from ASCII files of large English books extracted from the Gutenberg digital library This dump appends all XML records from Wikipedia into a single XML record whose size is 24 GB. To limit collisions for the n-gram signature due to the alphabetsize, we set the n-gram size to 8 for DNA files, 6 for wikipedia and 4 for the other datasets.
Space Occupancy and Build Time
The size of the AS-Index is the sum of the size of cells and the directory which stores the number of entries for each bucket. The size of the n-gram index is the sum of the size of inverted lists and the directory. The size of the String B-Tree is the size of the B + -Tree where each node is a serialized Patricia Trie. Tables 5∼7 give, for the three indexes, the index sizes (and its ratio w.r.t. dataset size) for alpha(256), alpha(26) and our three real datasets respectively. We also report the size of the directory. The storage efficiency of these indexes heavily depends on the distribution of n-grams. If the distribution is uniform, the number of n-gram values can become very high, and this severely impacts the storage efficiency. The alpha(256) dataset shows this behavior (Table 5 ). With n = 4, we obtain 256 4 = 4.3 × 10 9 distinct n-grams. For the 20 MB and 200 MB datasets, each list in the n-gram index consists of only one entry for a given file (i.e., it is very unlikely to find twice a same n-gram in the same file), which explains the important size of the indexes, 7.14 and 4.46 times of the dataset size respectively. When the size of the (uniformly generated) dataset reaches the possible number of distinct n-grams, all lists contain at least an entry for a given file and the growth of the index becomes linear in the size of the dataset (see the index whose size is 3.7 times the size of the dataset for both 2 GB and 20 GB datasets). The same remark holds for the AS-index. We observe that the AS-Index requires around 25% additional space compared with n-gram index. This corresponds to the extra-information needed for the structure, namely the CAS, that is not affected by compression (thus one additional byte for GF 8 ). A naïve implementation (without clustering entries from a list with the same document ID and without compression) would exhibit an n-gram (resp. AS) index 8 (resp. 9) times larger than the dataset. Finally we observe a constant size for the directory. Indeed, the number of lists is bound by the number of possible n-grams, the number of m-symbol NAS possible and the L factor (see Section 4). Here m is set to 3, which means three signatures of one byte concatenated, i.e., 2 24 possible index lists. Moreover we have 256 4 = 4.3 10 9 distinct possible n-grams and L is set to 2 22 . Thus this latter limits the number of lists. Since the hash directory needs for each list 16 bytes to store a pointer and the list size (required for the data management on disk), the maximal directory size is 2 22 × 16 = 64 MB. Thus, as expected for our different datasets and uniform distribution, all lists are non-empty and we observe a 64 MB directory. The String B-Tree requires more space (regarding the dataset which is between 7.3 or 8.5 times the data indexed) with 11B entries in the leaves and 19B entries for internal nodes. Moreover String B-Tree cannot benefit from compression techniques, which leads to the more important storage overheads.
We continue to consider a uniform distribution of characters, but now use a smaller alphabet Σ 26 (Table 6). The number of possible 4-grams decreases to 26 4 = 456 976. m-symbol NAS size and L are unchanged. Consequently the number of lists is now bound by the number of n-grams possible which leads to a 456 976 × 16 = 7 MB directory. The size for both indexes also decreases. The reason is that in all lists we find for all documents several entries, due to the limited number of possible n-grams. As a consequence, the compression technique is particularly efficient, especially for n-gram index.
For real datasets, either dna, text, or wikipedia, the distribution is far from being uniform. Table 8 shows the distribution of the number of entries from these real databases. The average number of entries is 2 508 for the dna database, 7 422 and 6 050 for text and wikipedia database respectively, with an important variance. In the worst case (text files), the largest list has 712 735 151 entries. This fully justifies our choice of storing the number of entries in the directory, and of using this information to scan the smallest list during a search operation. However, the indexes for the three real datasets exhibit some differences. For dna, the size of indexes is smaller than the one for uniform datasets: e.g., 3 .62 for AS-Index versus 4.73 (resp. 4.07) for alpha(256) (resp. alpha (26)). Here the compression technique fully benefits from the number of distinct n-grams, since for our 8-grams, only 4 8 = 65 536 values are possible. Consequently lists are larger, with several occurrences inside each file leading to a better compression. For text dataset, there exist potentially 256 4 = 2 32 distinct 4-grams. In fact, all the ASCII symbols are not used within this collection and the number of distinct symbols is close to 128, so 2 28 possible n-grams. However, most of these n-grams do not correspond to an existing n-gram in the language of choice (e.g., qmgw, uaio). Consequently, the real number of buckets with entries is not that large. Moreover, Table 8 shows that there is a large discrepancy in the bucket size due to the well-known Zipf-distribution of words (and charactersequences) in common languages [13] . Therefore, the number of occurrences for frequent words is several orders of magnitude larger than that for other words. These two phenomena result in a high compression rate of these large lists and the n-gram (resp. AS) index size is only twice (resp. three times) the size of the dataset. Finally the XML syntax of the wikipedia dataset (with tags, parameter names and values, etc.) and the presence of dozens of hundreds of authors' names allow more possible n-gram than text. This explains poorer compression ratios. Table 9 exhibits the impact of different parameters, namely n-gram size, Galois field size and L value, on the AS-Index size for the wikipedia dataset. Using GF 16 produces sensibly larger index: 96.6 GB (resp. 104.8 GB) versus 69.8 GB (resp. 83.3 GB) for GF 8 and 4-gram (resp. 6-gram). The difference is mainly due to the CAS stored for each entry that requires now 2 bytes instead of 1 byte. Since our dataset is 24 GB large, and the CAS stored in each entry is not subject to any compression mechanism, the index size is expected to increase by 24 GB (one byte per entry). The index size is, however, not exactly enlarged by 24 GB (+27 GB for 4-gram and +22 GB for 6-gram), since modifying signatures also impacts entries distribution and consequently compression. For a same GF size, both directory and index size increase with the size of the n-gram: e.g., for GF 8 , the directory size is 42.9 MB for 4-gram and 64 MB for 6-gram, and meanwhile the index size increases from 69.8 GB to 83.3 GB. Same result holds for GF 16 . Indeed, 6-gram provide more combinations (up to 256 6 ) than 4-gram, therefore more distinct signatures. With 6-gram, the directory reaches 64 MB, which is the maximal size for the directory (L = 2 22 , thus maximal size is 2 22 × 16 B = 64 MB). As a consequence, lists are larger with 4-gram than with 6-gram. This allows better compression rate and a smaller size for the index. Finally we see that the value of the L parameter only impacts the directory size rather than the index size. With L = 2 24 , the maximal size for the directory, when all buckets are not empty, is 2 24 × 16 B = 256 MB. The building time varies with the size of the index but remains in a range of 600 KB∼1 400 KB per second. Our structures are built in bulk after sorting all n-gram entries in a temporary file. This leads to comparable performances. On our machine, the building time for a 20 GB file is about 28 000 s, and the building rate is about 756 KB/s in Table 10 . Index construction also includes compression computation both for temporary files, and then for the final index. A comparison of dynamic builds remains for future work. For AS-Index, this would reduce mostly to the standard technique of maintaining a dynamic hash file. The String B-Tree exhibits the highest building time, due to a larger storage overhead (thus more time to write the index on disk). However, its indexing speed in KB/s is higher since there is no compression computation. 
Search Time
For search experiments, we extracted the patterns from the files to guarantee that at least one result is found. Pattern sizes range from 25 symbols to 200 symbols. To avoid initialization costs and side effects such as CPU or memory contention from other OS processes, we performed each search repeatedly until the search times stabilized. We report the average search time over a run of 500 search operations.
We report the results on search time in ms, in Tables 11∼ 15 (with 20 GB for the two last datasets). As expected, the String B-Tree (Str. BT) and the AS-Index (AS) behavior are constant regardless of the length of the pattern, while n-gram index performance degrades linearly with this length.
For our 20 GB files, the height of the String B-Tree is 5 independently of the alphabet size, for 20.10 9 indexed substrings (recall that the fanout is 300, and that our bulk insertion creates full nodes). The root is always in the cache, as well as a significant part of the level below the root, depending on the indexed file size. The String B-Tree traversal is generally reduced to (5 − 2) = 3 disk accesses for loading a leaf node. In addition, each lookup in a node requires an additional random disk access to the database in order to fetch the full string. This leads to a final cost of 8∼9 physical disk accesses. The search time with String BTree is independent of the size of the pattern and of the size of the alphabet. Searching with the AS-Index takes about 38 ms for alpha(256), 68 ms for alpha(26) files, 100 ms for dna files, 660 ms for text files and 180 ms for wikipedia (real data). This is consistent with the analytical cost discussed in Section 6. The alpha datasets are uniformly generated, and this results in an almost constant number of entries per bucket. Accordingly, the search is done in few operations. The difference between alpha(256) and alpha (26) is explained by the size of the buckets which are larger for alpha (26) , since the n-gram values range over the set of 26 4 possibilities compared to 256 4 for alpha(256). For real data (dna, text and wikipedia), buckets are likely to be larger, either because the alphabet is so small that the set of existing n-gram values is bounded and cannot fully benefit from the hash function (see Subsection 6.1 for a discussion), or because of non-uniformity. The former case corresponds to the DNA, the latter to our real text and wikipedia files. Table 8 shows that, on average, the number of entries in a bucket is larger for dna (2 508 entries) compared to alpha(256) (5 entries on average). The cost of DNA search is accordingly higher (≈ 100 ms, against ≈ 38 ms). The impact of the standard deviation also explains the higher searching costs for text and wikipedia files. Indeed, for these datasets, the deviation is over 200 000, that is, two orders of magnitude higher than that for dna and three orders higher than that for alpha (26) and alpha(256). Recall however that our algorithm chooses the smallest bucket for driving the search, which limits the impact of skewed datasets and the variance of search time. This explains that the searching time for text and wikipedia files is one order greater than that for alpha(256) while the alphabet size is 256 for all these datasets. Finally searching in wikipedia is faster than in text due to the existence of larger buckets which leads to longer searches. The ratio of search time, giving the speedup of AS-Index over respectively the n-gram index and the String B-Tree also reported in Tables 11∼15 summarizes the benefit of our proposal. Table 16 shows that the search time with the String B-Tree increases with the size of the file for alpha(256). The theoretical logarithmic behavior of the String BTree is almost blurred here, because of the large node fanout (300). For the 20 MB file, its height is only 3, while it reaches 4 for the 200 MB and 2 GB files, and even 5 for the 20 GB file. An increase by one of the height corresponds to two additional disk accesses on average for a search. Even for a constant tree height of 4, the String B-Tree performs a search faster with the smallest file (62 for the 200 MB file versus 67 for the 2 GB file). Indeed, the number of nodes increases with the file size. This accounts for a lower probability of a buffer hit during tree traversal and explains the search time increase w.r.t. the file size. The search time evolves (sub)linearly for n-gram index, both in the size of the pattern and in the size of the database. This is explained by the necessity to scan a number of inverted lists which are associated with the n-grams and their length is proportional to the size of the pattern. In addition, larger files imply larger lists, and hence the behavior is illustrated in Table 16 . However, the cost remains sublinear (the cost for 20 GB is only three times higher than the cost for 20 MB). This is due to 1) the merge process which stops when the smallest list has been fully scanned, thereby avoiding a complete access to all lists, and 2) the data compression that is more efficient for large datasets since more entries with the same signature are found within a given document.
Oppositely, AS-Index exhibits an almost constant behavior (appr. 25∼35 ms), even when searching in large files (20 GB) . This observation is confirmed by Fig.8 which shows the evolution of search time as the size of the database increases from 20 MB to 20 GB. Each curve represents the results for a given alphabet, with patterns consisting of 25 symbols. Search time becomes constant for large databases. Indeed, a search corresponds to two disk accesses plus the signatures computation and comparisons for all entries. The difference between alpha(256) and alpha (26) 
Non-Dense Indexing and False Positives
We study in this subsection the non-dense index proposed in Section 7. Our experiments reveal, as expected, that the gain is significant for the space occupancy. Tables 17∼21 report a gain for space occupancy around 48% when saving one n-gram on two ngrams whatever the alphabet is. When skipping 2 or 3 symbols, the memory gain is around 64% and 73% respectively. Oppositely, the matching time increases with the size of the skip for most of the alphabets. There are two phenomena in competition: for t symbols skipped when indexing, we perform 2t searches when matching instead of 2 for the basic version (i.e., t = 1); however, as observed, the size of the index, and consequently of the buckets, also decreases with t which reduces the processing time since less combinations have to be tested. Thus for synthetic datasets (Tables 17 and 18 ), the matching time increases; but for t = 2, it is not twice the time required for the basic version of the AS-Index. Same observation holds for real datasets. For wikipedia files (Table 21) , the matching time overhead diminishes with i from t = i to t = i + 1. For dna dataset (Table 19 ), the matching time even decreases from t = 2 to t = 3 and t = 4, since the index could almost be totally cached. Non-dense indexing offers consequently an important space saving for a moderate increase of the matching time. However it is expected to produce more false positives. For synthetic datasets with a uniform distribution, the false postives are uncommon: less than 0.05% for alpha(256) and less than 0.5% for alpha (26) . For real datasets, the number of false positives is limited for the basic AS-Index version for (i.e., t = 2): 0.2% for dna and text files. wikipedia dataset provides more false positives, due to the tagnature of its content. Indeed, when searching a pattern that starts or ends with a tag, the bucket that corresponds to the n-gram in this tag is very large and does not filter out as expected. These results are coherent with our analysis in Subsection 6.4. Non-dense indexing leads to a significant number of false positives: around 15% for t = 2 and more than 40% for t = 4 (see Tables 19∼21 ). Indeed, a higher t value leads to a higher number of matching attempts, and thus a more important probability to retrieve false positives. For synthetic datasets (see Table 17 and Table 18 ), the uniform distribution guarantees a low false positive rate even for the tiling indexing (here for 4-grams it means t = 4). For real data, among t consecutive n-grams, we have a non-negligible probability which increases with t, to have a frequent n-gram, and thus a higher probability of retrieving false positives. For text, the probability to retrieve a large bucket is lower since there exist less large buckets with this distribution (but existing ones are larger than those with other distributions). Consequently this dataset produces less false positives than other real datasets on average.
Related Work
Finding patterns in a large database of sets is a fundamental problem in computer science and its applications such as bioinformatics. [14] presents a comparison of tree-based and hash-based solutions for n-gram indexing. The theoretically best algorithms and data structures allow the linear construction of the index in the database, have low storage overhead, and allow searches that are processed in time linear on the size of the pattern. Among the many algorithms, those based on suffix trees [15] have received much attention. Recent work by Kurtz [16] , and Tata et al. [17] among others tries to make the theoretically optimal behavior of suffix trees practical. A great part of the problem is caused by the blow-up of the index size over the database size, typically 10∼20 times [16] . Related data structures such as Manber and Myer's suffix arrays [18] , Kärkkäinen's suffix cactus [19] , or Anderson and Nilsson's [20] suffix try lower storage overhead at the cost of an increase in search time. Dementiev et al. [21] gave methods to make suffix arrays effective and efficient for truly large files. A survey of full-text substring indexes in external memory is presented in [22] .
Suffix arrays and suffix trees are static indexes, designed to index a single file content. If we create such an index for every record, then search time will depend on the size of the database. If we, however, create the index for a collection of records -as we obviously should -then deleting and inserting records become very difficult, and it is unclear how we can adapt the binary search of suffix arrays to the indirection mechanism used by the storage engine. Life is much simpler if the database consists of words and we restrict ourselves to word indexes that can be stored much more compactly [11] . Signatures files were proposed in [23] and shown to be inferior to inverted indexing in [24] . Some other attempts for indexing sequences are the ed-tree [25] for DNA files, and the q-gram index [26] . Both focus on the specific problem of homology search in genomic databases.
Our method is predominantly based on previous work on n-gram based inverted file indexing. The technique has been advocated for string search in larger, hence naturally disk based, partly or totally unstructured files or databases (full-text, hypertext, protein, DNA). In bioinformatics, Cafe prototype uses n = 3 for protein and n = 9 for DNA string search, and is reported several times faster than previous systems [27] . All these systems use the basic n-gram index for many GB disk-resident datasets.
The latest attempt of using n-grams for a large, (hence diskbased) database, is reported in [6, 28] . In [6] , similar to our work, it improves storage overhead and, especially, search time, over the basic n-gram scheme. The n-Gram/2L uses a "normalized" representation with two indexes: 1) one n-gram index on the subsequences of size m indexing the n-grams found in each subsequence and 2) one n-gram-index indexing the subsequences found in the files. The two indexes are smaller than the original index and though a search needs to use both indexes, it can use less lookup. If AS-Index saved the storage for larger alphabets, it appears to be slightly less efficient for small ones compared with n-Gram/2L. However, like n-gram index, this structure offers a search proportional to the database size and to the query size opposite to our constant time claim. [28] presents a system named Maguro for an efficient search in very large (Web) collection of texts. It indexes all atoms (n-grams, words or tuples) through a distributed structure. Moreover, it exploits the long tail distribution of the atoms in Web document thanks to a two-level hash-structure: popular atoms being stored in DRAM while less popular being stored on HDD. Observe that our AS-Index could also benefit from this two-level hash-structure (and conversely ASIndex could be used to improve Maguro's performance).
Conclusions
We presented a novel approach to string search in databases, based on algebraic signatures and algebraic computations. The contribution of our paper is a simple and fast search algorithm which finds a pattern of arbitrary length in a database of arbitrary size in constant time. We showed through analysis and experiments that our technique outperforms other disk-based approaches. To our knowledge, our work constitutes an original approach to indexing, which takes advantage of the interpretation of character as symbols in a mathematical structure to develop new computational techniques.
Scalable and distributed AS-Index constitutes a promising research direction that we plan to investigate.
